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1 Lexical dependencies

Arity (predicates taking different numbers of obligatory arguments)

One obligatory argument (core)

Abrams works.

Two obligatory arguments (core)

Abrams hired Browne.

Three obligatory arguments (core)

Abrams showed the office to Browne.

Abrams showed Browne the office.

Four obligatory arguments (core)

Abrams bet Browne five dollars that Chiang hired Devito.

Predicates prohibiting certain arguments (core)

Abrams became competent.

Abrams became a manager.

*Abrams became in the office.

*Abrams became working.

Optional arguments (core)

Abrams is interviewing an applicant.

Abrams is interviewing.

Abrams is working for Browne.

Abrams is working.

Preposition selection (core)

Abrams works for Browne.

*Abrams works of Browne.

Abrams approves of Browne.

*Abrams approves for Browne.

Case assignment

Personal pronouns (core)

She hired him.

He hired her.

*She hired he.

*He hired she.

*Her hired he.

*Him hired she.

*Her hired him.

*Him hired her.

He showed it to her.

*He showed her it.
He showed her an office.
He showed it to Chiang.
*He showed Chiang it.
He interviewed them.
*He interviewed they.
They interviewed him.
*Them interviewed him.
I interviewed Abrams.
Abrams interviewed me.
*Me interviewed Abrams.
*Abrams interviewed I.
We interviewed Abrams.
*Us interviewed Abrams.
*Abrams interviewed we.
You interviewed Abrams.
Abrams interviewed you.
She and I interviewed Abrams.
I and she interviewed Abrams.
Me and her interviewed Abrams.
Her and me interviewed Abrams.
*Her and I interviewed Abrams.
*She and me interviewed Abrams.
*Me and she interviewed Abrams.
*I and her interviewed Abrams.
Abrams interviewed her and me.
Abrams interviewed she and I.
*Abrams interviewed I and she.
*Abrams interviewed her and I.
*Abrams interviewed she and me.
*Abrams interviewed me and she.
*Abrams interviewed I and her.

who/whom (periphery)
She works for whom?
She works for who?
She manages whom?
She manages who?
She showed whom an office?
She showed who an office?
Whom does she work for?
Who does she work for?
For whom does she work?
*For who does she work?
Who hired Browne?
*Whom hired Browne?

Dummies

*It-type (core)
Weather
It is time for an interview.
*It are time for an interview.

Extraposition
It is true that Abrams hired Browne.
*It are true that Abrams hired Browne.
there-type
Existential (core)
There is a bookcase in the office.
There are programmers.
*There are a bookcase in the office.
*There is programmers.
There are programmers working for Devito.
*There is programmers working for Devito.
There are programmers older than Devito.
*There is programmers older than Devito.
*There is a bookcase in the office
*There is programmers.
*There are programmers managers.
Presentational (periphery)
There stands in the office a bookcase.
Enumerative (periphery)
There is Abrams, Browne, and Chiang.
Agreement (core)
Subject-verb
A manager works.
Managers work.
*A manager work.
*Managers works.
I work.
*I works.
You work.
*You works.
He works.
*He work.
We work.
*We works.
They work.
*They works.
Determiner-noun
Abrams hired this employee.
Abrams hired these employees.
*Abrams hired these employee.
*Abrams hired this employees.
Relative pronoun
List women who have bookcases.
*List women which have bookcases.
*List bookcases who women have.
List bookcases which women have.
Predicate phrases
A manager is an employee.
Managers are employees.
*A manager is employees.
*Managers are an employee.
Bound anaphoric proforms
The woman evaluated herself.
*The woman evaluated himself.
The women evaluated themselves.
*The women evaluated herself.
The woman showed an office to herself.
The woman showed herself an office.  
Abrams showed the programmers to themselves.  
Abrams showed the programmers themselves.  
*Abrams showed themselves the programmers.  
Abrams evaluated himself and Browne.  
Abrams evaluated Browne and himself.

Free anaphoric pronouns

*The woman evaluated her own staff.
*The woman evaluated his own staff.
The women evaluated their own staffs.
The women evaluated her own staffs.

Verb phrase complements (core)

Auxiliary

Abrams may hire Browne.
Abrams might hire Browne.
Abrams can hire Browne.
*Abrams could hire Browne.
Abrams shall hire Browne.
Abrams should hire Browne.
Abrams will hire Browne.
Abrams would hire Browne.
Abrams must hire Browne.
*Abrams dare hire Browne.
(Compare with Abrams dare not hire Browne.)
*Abrams need hire Browne.
(Compare with Abrams need not hire Browne.)
Abrams did hire Browne.
Abrams has hired Browne.
Abrams is hiring Browne.
Abrams is to hire Browne.
Abrams had better hire Browne.
Abrams better hire Browne.
Abrams ought to hire Browne.
Abrams used to hire Browne.
Abrams could have hired Browne.
Abrams could be hiring Browne.
Abrams could have been hiring Browne.
Browne was interviewed by Abrams.
Browne could be interviewed by Abrams.
Browne has been interviewed by Abrams.
Browne is being interviewed by Abrams.
Browne could have been interviewed by Abrams.
Browne could be being interviewed by Abrams.
Browne has been being interviewed by Abrams.
Browne could have been being interviewed by Abrams.
*Abrams could hired Browne.
*Abrams could hiring Browne.
*Abrams has hire Browne.
*Abrams has hiring Browne.
*Abrams is hire Browne.
*Abrams is hired Browne.
*Abrams has could hire Browne.
*Abrams is coulding hire Browne.
*Abrams is having hired Browne.
*Abrams has could be hiring Browne.
*Abrams could be having hired Browne.
*Abrams could may hire Browne.
*Abrams has had hired Browne.
*Abrams is being hiring Browne.
*Abrams did could hire Browne.
*Abrams did have hired Browne.
*Abrams did be hiring Browne.
*Browne is could interviewed by Abrams.
*Browne is had interviewed by Abrams.
*Browne did be interviewed by Abrams.
*Browne is did interviewed by Abrams.
*Browne is been interviewed by Abrams.

Nonauxiliary

Infinitival question
Abrams knew who to hire.

Clausal complements (core)

wh-type
Abrams knew who Browne hired.

Non-wh-type
Abrams knew that Browne hired Chiang.

Particles (core)

Adjacent to verb
Abrams laid off a programmer.

Non-Adjacent to verb
Abrams laid a programmer off.

Control (core)

Subject-Controlled equi
Abrams managed to hire Browne.
Abrams managed to evaluate himself.
*There managed to be a bookcase in the office.
*It managed to be time for an interview.
*It managed to be true that Abrams hired Browne.
Abrams promised Browne to hire Chiang.
He promised us to evaluate himself.
*He promised us to evaluate ourselves.
*Abrams promised there to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams promised Browne to be interviewed by Chiang.
*Browne was promised by Abrams to hire Chiang.
*Browne was promised to hire Chiang.

Object-Controlled equi
Abrams urged Browne to hire Chiang.
Browne was urged to hire Chiang.
Abrams urged Browne to be interviewed.
Abrams was urged to be interviewed.
*Abrams urged there to be a bookcase in the office.
*Abrams urged it to be time for an interview.
*Abrams urged it to be true that Browne hired Chiang.
He urged them to evaluate themselves.
*He urged them to evaluate himself.

PP-Object-Controlled equi
Abrams appealed to Browne to hire Chiang.
Abrams appealed to Browne to be interviewed.
*Abrams appealed to there to be a bookcase in the office.
*Abrams appealed to it to be time for an interview.
*He appealed to us to evaluate ourselves.
*He appealed to us to evaluate himself.

Subject-to-Subject raising
Abrams failed to hire Browne.
Abrams failed to evaluate himself.
There fails to be a bookcase in the office.
There fail to be bookcases in the office.
It failed to be time for an interview.
It failed to be true that Abrams hired Browne.
*There fail to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams failed to be interviewed by Browne.
Abrams failed to be interviewed by Browne.
*To interview Browne was failed by Abrams.

Subject-to-Object raising with to infinitive
Abrams caused Browne to hire Chiang.
Abrams caused Browne to be hired by Chiang.
He caused us to evaluate ourselves.
*He caused us to evaluate himself.
Abrams knew there to be a bookcase in the office.
There was known to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams knew it to be time for an interview.
It was known to be time for an interview.
Abrams knew it to be true that Browne hired Chiang.
It was known to be true that Chiang was hired by Browne.

Subject-to-Object raising with bare infinitive
Abrams made Browne hire Chiang.
Abrams made there be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams made it be time for an interview.

Implicit subject infinitive
to infinitive
Abrams failed to hire Browne.

Bare infinitive
Abrams helped hire Browne.

Object as complements
Abrams sees Browne as being a competent manager.
Abrams sees Browne as a competent manager.
*Abrams sees there as being a bookcase in the office.
*Abrams sees there as a bookcase in the office.

Resultatives (periphery)
Abrams smiled himself into an interview.

Instrumentals (core)
Abrams works with a telephone.

Passive, with and without by-phrase (core)
de
Abrams was hired by Browne.
Abrams was hired.
He was hired by her.
*Him was hired by her.
*He was hired by she.
An office was shown to Abrams by Chiang.
A office was shown to Abrams.
*An office was shown by Abrams to Chiang.
Chiang was shown an office by Abrams.
An office was shown to Chiang by Abrams.
Abrams was urged to hire Browne by Chiang.
Abrams was urged by Chiang to hire Browne.
Abrams was urged to hire Browne.
Abrams was known to be interviewing Browne.
Abrams was known by Chiang to be interviewing Browne.
Abrams was known to be interviewing Browne.
There was known to be a bookcase in Browne’s office.
It was known to be time for an interview.
It was known to be true that Abrams hired Browne.
*There was urged to be a bookcase in Browne’s office.
*It was urged to be time for an interview.
*It was urged to be true that Abrams hired Browne.
Abrams was made to interview Browne.
*Abrams was made interview Browne.

get

Abrams got hired by Browne.
Abrams got hired.

have

Abrams had Browne hired by Chiang.
Abrams had Browne hired.

Pseudo-passive (periphery)

Abrams was approved of by Chiang.
Abrams was approved of.
Abrams was appealed to to hire Chiang.

Un-adjectives (periphery)

Abrams was unevaluated by Chiang.
Abrams was unevaluated.

Copular constructions (core)

Predicative

Abrams is competent.
Abrams is good at interviews.
Abrams is a manager.
Abrams is a manager of programmers.
Abrams is in the office.
*Abrams is of programmers.

Identity

Abrams is the manager of the project.

2 Declarative dislocations (periphery)

XP – [NP – VP]
That office, the consultants work in.
To Browne, Abrams showed an office.
Competent, Abrams is.
Bire Browne, Abrams did.

XP – Aux – NP – VP
Not one programmer did Abrams hire.
At no time did Abrams hire a programmer.
No more competent was Abrams.

XP – V – NP
A trustworthy employee is Abrams.
In the office is the bookcase.
Competent is the manager who hired Abrams.
Standing in the office is the bookcase.

Adverbial
Never does Abrams work with Browne.

PP subjects
In the office is a good location for the bookcase.

3 Relative clauses

Restrictive relative clauses (core)

wh-type
Abrams hired a woman who was competent.
Abrams hired women who were competent.
*Abrams hired a woman who were competent.
*Abrams hired women who was competent.
Abrams hired women whose manager was competent.
Abrams hired a woman who Browne interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman who Browne approved of.
Abrams hired a woman who Browne knew Chiang interviewed.
Abrams has a bookcase which is heavy.
Abrams has a bookcase that is heavy.
*Abrams has a bookcase what is heavy.
Abrams has an office that Browne showed Chiang.
Abrams has an office which Browne showed Chiang.
Abrams has an office Browne showed Chiang.
Abrams has an office that Browne showed to Chiang.
Abrams has an office which Browne showed to Chiang.
Abrams interviewed a woman who Browne showed an office to.
Abrams has an office Browne showed to Chiang.
Abrams hired a woman that was competent.
*Abrams hired a woman was competent.
Abrams hired a woman that Browne interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman Browne interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman that Browne approved of.
Abrams hired a woman Browne approved of.
Abrams hired a woman that Browne knew Chiang interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman Browne knew Chiang interviewed.
List every programmer that there is working for Chiang.
List projects there are consultants on.
List managers of projects who work for Abrams.
*List managers who work for Abrams of projects.
Abrams hired a woman Browne interviewed who Chiang approved of.
*Abrams hired a woman who Browne interviewed Chiang approved of.
*It that is time for an interview is true that Abrams hired Browne.
*There that was a programmer was a consultant on a project.

Reduced (core)
Abrams hired a woman interviewed by Chiang.
Abrams hired a woman working for Chiang.
Abrams hired a woman to work for Chiang.
Abrams hired anyone knowing that Devito manages Browne.
Abrams hired anyone competent to work on the project.
Abrams has an office with a bookcase.

Free relatives (core)

8
Abrams approved of what Chiang did.
Abrams approved of who Chiang hired.
Abrams approved of where Chiang worked.

Pied Piping (periphery)
Abrams hired a woman of whom Chiang approved.
*Abrams hired a woman of who Chiang approved.
*Abrams has a bookcase of which Chiang approved.
*Abrams has a bookcase of that Chiang approved.
Abrams hired a woman the manager of whom Chiang had interviewed.
*Abrams hired a woman the manager of who Chiang had interviewed.
*Abrams hired a woman the manager of that Chiang had interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman whose manager Chiang had interviewed.
*Abrams interviewed programmers whose manager was Chiang.
*Abrams interviewed programmers whose manager were Chiang.

Island constraints (core)
Coordinate Structure Constraint
Coordinate element
  *Which project is Abrams a programmer and the manager of?
Coordinate conjunct
  *Which project does Abrams manage this department and?
Complex NP constraint
Weak
  *Which managers are there programmers who work for?
Strong
  *Which manager did Abrams have an office that Chiang showed to?
Wh-Island Constraint
Weak
  *Which projects does Abrams know who had worked on?
Strong
  *Which managers does Abrams know which offices Browne had shown to?
With subject condition violation
  *Which programmer did Abrams know which office had?
Sentential subject constraint
  *Which programmer was that Abrams had interviewed known by Browne?

4 Questions

Independent interrogative clauses (core)
Polar
  Is Abrams a manager?
  *Does Abrams be a manager?
  Is Abrams competent?
  *Are Abrams competent?
  Is there a bookcase in Browne’s office?
  Are there bookcases in Browne’s office?
  *Are there a bookcase in Browne’s office?
  *Does there be a bookcase in Browne’s office?
  Is it time for an interview?
  Is it true that Abrams hired Browne?
  *Are it time for an interview?
  *Does it be time for an interview?
  *Are it true that Abrams hired Browne?
  *Does it be true that Abrams hired Browne?
Does Abrams work for Browne?
Could Abrams work for Browne?
Is Abrams working for Browne?
Has Abrams worked for Browne?
Could Abrams be working for Browne?
Could Abrams have worked for Browne?
Has Abrams been working for Browne?
Could Abrams have been working for Browne?
*Has been Abrams working for Browne?
*Has Abrams is working for Browne?
*Has Abrams be working for Browne.
*Have Abrams could be working for Browne.
Could Abrams have been interviewed by Browne?
Has Abrams been interviewed by Browne?
Was Abrams interviewed by Browne?
Was Abrams interviewed?
Was Abrams being interviewed by Browne?
*Did Abrams be interviewed by Browne?
*Was Abrams been interviewing by Browne?

Choice

Does Abrams work for Browne or does Browne work for Abrams?
Does Abrams work for Browne or Browne work for Abrams?
Does Abrams work for Browne or work for Chiang?
Does Abrams work for Browne or for Chiang?
Does Abrams work for Browne or Chiang?
Did Abrams interview Browne or was Abrams interviewed by Browne?
Was Abrams interviewed by Browne or Browne interviewed by Chiang?
Was Abrams interviewed by Browne or by Chiang?
Was Abrams interviewed by Browne or Chiang?

Constituent

Subject wh
  wh pronoun
  Who works for Chiang?
  Who is a manager?
  Who will be a manager?
  Who is managed by Abrams?
  What was shown to Browne?
  wh determiner + noun
  Which programmer works for Abrams?
  Which programmer is a manager?
  Which programmer will be a manager?
  Which programmer was hired by Abrams?

Nonsubject wh
  wh pronoun
  Who does Chiang employ?
  What did Abrams show Browne?
  What did Abrams show to Browne?
  What was Abrams shown?
  Which manager did Abrams know was interviewing programmers.
  Which managers did Abrams know were interviewing programmers.
  *Which manager did Abrams know were interviewing programmers.
  *Which managers did Abrams know was interviewing programmers.
  wh determiner + noun
Which programmer did Abrams interview?
What project does Abrams manage?
Which office was Abrams shown?

Where questions
Where does Abrams work?
Where was Abrams interviewed?

When questions
When did Abrams hire Browne?
When did Abrams show an office to Browne?
When was Abrams hired?

How many questions
How many programmers does Abrams manage?
How many programmers are there working for Abrams?
How many programmers were hired by Abrams?

Preposition stranding
Who does Abrams work for?
Which office does Abrams work in?
Whom did Abrams show an office to?
Who is Browne managed by?
Which department is Abrams the manager of?
Whose department does Abrams work in?

Pied piping of preposition
Of whom does Abrams approve?
In which office does Abrams work?
To whom did Abrams show an office?
Who did Abrams show an office?
Who was shown an office by Abrams?
By whom is Browne managed?
Of which department is Abrams the manager?
In whose department does Abrams work?

Pied piping of genitive interrogative
Whose manager did Abrams hire?
*Whose did Abrams hire manager?
Which department's manager did Abrams interview?
*Which department did Abrams interview manager?
*Which department's did Abrams interview manager?
Whose manager's office was Abrams interviewed in?

Pied piping of degree adverbial
How competent is Abrams?
*How is Abrams competent?

Dependent interrogative clauses

Subject wh (core)
Abrams does not know who hired Browne.
Abrams does not know who was hired by Browne.
Abrams does not know which managers interviewed Browne.

Non-subject (core)
Abrams does not know who Browne hired.
Abrams does not know who showed Browne an office.
Abrams does not know who Browne was hired by.
Abrams does not know whom Browne was hired by.
Abrams does not know by whom Browne was hired.
Abrams does not know which programmers Browne hired.
Abrams does not know where Browne works.
Abrams does not know when Browne was hired.
Abrams does not know how many consultants Browne has hired.
Abrams does not know how competent Browne is.

Multiple wh questions (periphery)
Who interviewed whom?
Who interviewed who?
Who was interviewed by whom?
*Who did who interview?
*Who was who interviewed by?
*By whom was who interviewed?

wh in situ (echo, quiz, reference clarification) (periphery)
Abrams interviewed who?
Abrams was interviewed by whom?
Abrams was interviewed by who?

5 Comparatives and related constructions

Comparatives (core)
Inflectional
Chiang is (two days) older than Browne.
Abrams is (two days) older than thirty years.

Periphrastic
Abrams is more competent than Browne.

Equatives (core)
Abrams is as competent as Browne.

Superlatives (core)
Inflectional
Abrams is the oldest manager.

Periphrastic
Abrams is the most competent manager.

Comparative deletion (core)
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne manages.
Abrams manages as many programmers as Browne manages.
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne was interviewed by.
Abrams interviewed more programmers than were hired.
Abrams interviewed as many programmers as were hired.
Abrams interviewed as many programmers as were not hired.
Abrams did not interview as many programmers as were hired.
Abrams has managed more projects than Browne has worked on.
Abrams has interviewed more programmers than was hired.
*Abrams has managed more projects than consultants has worked on.
Abrams interviewed more programmers than Browne showed offices to.
*Abrams has more bookcases than Browne showed to Chiang.
*Abrams is (two days) older than Browne is.
*Abrams is (twice) as old as Browne is.
*Abrams is (two days) older than Browne are.
*Abrams works harder than Browne works.

Comparative subdeletion (periphery)
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne manages engineers.
Abrams is as competent as Browne is trustworthy.

Comparative ellipsis type 1 (core)
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne does.
Abrams manages as many programmers as Browne does.
Abrams works harder than Browne does.
*Abrams manages more programmers than Browne do.
Abrams became more competent than Browne did.

Comparative ellipsis type 2 (periphery)
*Abrams manages more programmers than Browne does engineers.
Abrams manages as many programmers as Browne does engineers.
Abrams became more competent than Browne did trustworthy.
*Abrams manages more programmers than Browne do engineers.

Comparative ellipsis type 3 (core)
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne.
Chiang is (twice) as old as Abrams.
Chiang works harder than Abrams.

Comparative ellipsis type 4 (periphery)
More managers know Abrams is competent than trustworthy.

Pied Wiping (core)
Abrams hired more programmers than was known by Browne.
Abrams hired more programmers than were known by Browne.

Prepositional comparative (core)
More programmers than engineers work for Abrams.
As many programmers as engineers work for Abrams.
*More programmers than engineers works for Abrams.
More programmers than engineers were hired.
*More programmers than engineers was hired.

Inversion in than clause (periphery)
Abrams manages more programmers than does Browne.
Abrams manages as many programmers as does Browne.
*Abrams manages more programmers than do Browne.

Gapping in comparatives (periphery)
Abrams approves of Browne more than Browne of Abrams.
Abrams approves of Browne as much as Browne of Abrams.

Extrapolation in than clauses (core)
More programmers were interviewed than Abrams could hire.
As many programmers were interviewed as Abrams could hire.

6 Coordination

Binary versus multiple conjuncts (core)
Chiang is a manager and Devito is a programmer.
Chiang and Devito work.
Browne, Chiang, and Devito work.
Browne and Chiang and Devito work.
*Chiang, Devito work.
*Browne and Chiang, Devito work.
*Browne, Chiang, Devito work.

Coordination with but (core)
Chiang is a manager but Devito is a programmer.
*Chiang but Devito work.
*Browne, Chiang, but Devito work.
*Browne but Chiang but Devito work.
*Chiang, Devito work.
*Browne but Chiang, Devito work.

Dependencies between conjunctions (periphery)
Both Chiang and Devito work.
Either Chiang or Devito works.
Neither Chiang nor Devito works.
*Both Chiang or Devito works.
*Both Chiang or Devito work.
*Either Chiang and Devito works.
*Either Chiang and Devito work.
*Neither Chiang or Devito works.
*Chiang nor Devito works.

Like categories and unlike categories (core)

Cross-categorial coverage

Chiang hired Devito, and Devito manages Browne.
Chiang hired Devito and manages Browne.
*Chiang hired Devito and manage Browne.
Abrams was interviewed, and Browne was hired.
Abrams interviewed programmers, and Browne was hired.
Abrams interviews programmers and manages Browne.
Abrams was interviewed and was hired.
Abrams was interviewed by Browne and hired by Devito.
Abrams was interviewed and hired by Browne.
Abrams was interviewed and hired.
Chiang works and manages programmers.
*Chiang work and manages programmers.
*Chiang work and manage programmers.
Chiang interviewed programmers and showed Browne an office.
Chiang showed Browne an office and interviewed programmers.
Chiang worked and showed Browne an office.
Chiang hired and manages Devito.
*Chiang hired and manage Devito.

Devito works for Devito and with Browne.
Devito works for and with Chiang.
An old and trustworthy employee manages Devito.
*An old and trustworthy employee manage Devito.

Devito is old and trustworthy.

The managers and programmers are employees.
Devito manages a programmer who Abrams interviewed and Browne hired.
Devito manages a programmer Abrams interviewed and Browne hired.
Devito is the manager who interviewed Abrams and hired Browne.
*Devito hired a programmer who Abrams interviewed and works for Browne.
Devito manages a programmer interviewed by Abrams and hired by Browne.
*Devito manages a programmer Abrams interviewed and hired by Browne.
*Devito manages a programmer interviewed by Abrams and who works for Browne.

Devito interviewed a programmer and an engineer who know each other.
Did Abrams interview a programmer and did Browne hire an engineer?
Did Abrams interview a programmer and Browne hire an engineer?
Did Abrams interview a programmer and hire an engineer?
Did or will Abrams interview Browne?
*Did or is Abrams interview Browne?
*Did or is Abrams interviewing Browne?

Who did Abrams interview and who did Browne hire?
Who did Abrams interview and Browne hire?
*Who did Abrams interview and did Browne hire?
Who was interviewed by Abrams and hired by Browne?
*Who was Abrams interviewing and hired by Browne?

Mixed category cases (periphery)

Devito is a manager and trustworthy.
Devito is a programmer and in Chiang's department.
Devito is in Chiang's department and trustworthy.
Browne was an applicant and interviewed by Devito.
Browne was neither competent nor hired.
Devito is in the office and interviewing an applicant.
Devito became a manager and trustworthy.
*Chiang became a programmer and in Devito's department.

Across the board

Gaps (core)
Who does Devito manage and Chiang work for?
*Who does Devito manage and Chiang works for?
*Who does Devito manages and Chiang work for?
*Who does Devito manages and Chiang works for?
*Who does Devito manage Browne and Chiang work for?
*Who was Abrams interviewed by and hired by?
*Who was Abrams interviewed by Browne and hired by?
*Who does Devito manage and Chiang work for Browne?

Relatives (periphery)
Devito is the manager with whom and for whom Chiang works.
*Devito is the manager with whom and for Browne Chiang works.

Questions (periphery)
Which department and which project does Chiang work in?
*Which department and which project do Chiang work in?
*Which department and Devito's project does Chiang work in?

NP coordination and agreement (core)
Subject-verb number agreement
*Devito and Chiang works.
*Both Chiang and Devito works.
Either Chiang or Devito work.
Neither Devito nor Chiang work.
Either Devito or the programmers work.
*Either Devito or the programmers works.
Either the programmers or Devito works.
Either the programmers or Devito work.
Neither Devito nor the programmers work.
*Neither Devito nor the programmers works.
Neither the programmers nor Devito works.
Neither the programmers nor Devito work.

Reflexive person agreement
The manager and the programmer evaluated themselves.
You and the manager evaluated yourselves.
The manager and I evaluated ourselves.
You and I evaluated ourselves.
*You and the manager evaluated themselves.
*The manager and I evaluated themselves.
*You and I evaluated yourselves.

Nonconstituent coordination (periphery)
Chiang bet Devito $5 that Browne interviewed Abrams and Browne $10 that Abrams would be hired.
Chiang bet Devito $5 that Browne interviewed Abrams and $10 that Abrams would be hired.
Chiang bet Devito $5 and Browne $10 that Abrams would be hired.
Browne worked for Abrams on Monday and Devito on Tuesday.
7 Anaphora

Intrasentential free pronominal anaphora

Forwards (core)

Devito knew that he had hired a programmer.
The manager evaluated her staff.

Backwards (periphery)

Her manager interviewed Browne.
The person who manages him knows that Browne is competent.

Intersentential free pronominal anaphora (core)

Devito interviewed programmers. He hired Browne.

Bound anaphora

Reflexives (core)

Browne evaluated himself.

Reciprocals (core)

The managers evaluated each other.
The managers evaluated each other's projects.

Emphatic reflexives

 Abrams interviewed the applicant himself.
 Abrams himself interviewed the applicant.
* Abrams interviewed himself the applicant.

Disjoint reference of lexical NPs (core)

Browne evaluated him.
(“Browne” a different person from “him”)
* I evaluated me.
* We evaluated us.
* She evaluated us.
* She evaluated me.

She evaluated her.
(“She” a different person from “her”)

You evaluated you.
(The first “you” a different person from the second one)
The manager evaluated the members of the department.
(“The manager” not among “the members”)
I evaluated Abrams and me.
I evaluated Abrams and myself.
I evaluated myself and Abrams.
I evaluated me and Abrams.

Donkey pronouns (core)

Every manager who interviewed a programmer hired him.
If a programmer was interviewed by every manager, he was hired.
Every engineer who has a bookcase works for Abrams.
The engineer who has a bookcase works for Abrams.
It is in the office.

One(s) (core)

Show the ones that have been hired.
The trustworthy consultants are programmers. The competent ones are engineers.
This consultant is older than that one.

Nonpronominal epithets (periphery)

Abrams works in the consultants' office, and interviewed Browne in that location.
Browne was interviewed by Devito, who knew that the applicant was not trustworthy.

Paycheck sentences (periphery)

The manager who evaluated his programmers is more competent than the one who had consultants evaluate them.
Bach-Peters sentences (periphery)

A woman who works in his department was interviewed by a manager who hired her.

Vp ellipsis

Intrasentential

Forward (core)

If Abrams didn't hire a programmer, Browne did.
If Abrams couldn't have been working, Browne could have been.
If Abrams couldn't have been working, Browne could have.
If Abrams couldn't have been working, Browne could.
*If Abrams couldn't have been working, Browne did.
*If Abrams couldn't work, Browne could have been.
If Abrams was interviewed by Browne, Chiang might have been.
*If Abrams was interviewed by Browne, Chiang might have.
Abrams was interviewing programmers, and Browne was, too.
Abrams was interviewing programmers, and so was Browne.
Abrams was interviewing programmers, or Browne was.
Either Abrams was interviewing programmers, or Browne was.
*Either Abrams was interviewing programmers, or so was Browne.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and Browne was.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, but Browne was.
*Either Abrams was interviewing programmers, but Browne was.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, nor was Browne.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and neither was Browne.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, but neither was Browne.
Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and Browne wasn't either.
*Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and Browne wasn't, too.
*Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and so wasn't Browne.
*Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, and so was Browne.
*Abrams wasn't interviewing programmers, but Browne wasn't.
*Abrams was interviewing programmers, and neither was Browne.
*Abrams was interviewing programmers, nor was Browne.
If there should be a consultant interviewing programmers, there will be.
If there should be a consultant interviewing programmers, there is.
*If there should be a consultant interviewing programmers, there are.
*If a consultant should be interviewing programmers, there will be.
If managers are not interviewing programmers, a consultant is.
*If managers are not interviewing programmers, a consultant are.

Backward (periphery)

If Abrams didn't, Browne hired a programmer.
If Abrams was, Browne might have been interviewed by Chiang.
If there should be, there will be a consultant interviewing programmers.
*Abrams wasn't, and Browne was interviewing programmers.
*So was Abrams, and Browne was interviewing programmers.
*If there should be, a consultant will be interviewing programmers.
If managers are not, a consultant is interviewing programmers.
*If managers is not, a consultant are interviewing programmers.

Intrasentential (core)

Abrams hired a programmer. Browne didn't.

Inference-based (periphery)

Browne will hire a programmer or he will hire an engineer. And when he does, he will be a manager.

Sluicing

Intrasentential

Forward (core)
Browne will hire a consultant, but he doesn’t know when.

Backward (periphery)
Although he doesn’t know when, Browne will hire a consultant.

Intersentential (core)
Browne managed to interview the programmer.
When?

Inference-based (periphery)
The programmer that Chiang interviewed was Browne.
When?

Pseudo-gapping (periphery)
Browne wasn’t interviewed by Devito, but he was by Chiang.
Abrams doesn’t consult for Browne, but he does for Chiang.

Left-peripheral ellipsis (periphery)
Browne showed the office to Abrams on Monday and Chiang on Tuesday.

Null complement anaphora (core)
Intrasentential
Browne should have interviewed a programmer, but he failed.

Intersentential
He should have interviewed a programmer every day. When did he fail?

8 Adverbial modification (core)

Sentential adverbs
Evidently Chiang works.
Chiang evidently works.
Chiang works, evidently
Evidently Chiang does not work.
Chiang evidently does not work.
*Chiang does evidently not work.
Chiang does not evidently work.
Chiang does not work, evidently
Chiang has evidently been working.
Evidently Chiang hired Devito.
Chiang evidently hired Devito.
*Chiang hired evidently Devito
Chiang hired Devito, evidently.
Evidently Chiang showed Devito an office.
Chiang evidently showed Devito an office.
*Chiang showed evidently Devito an office.
*Chiang showed Devito evidently an office.
Chiang showed Devito an office, evidently.
Evidently Chiang showed an office to Devito.
Chiang evidently showed an office to Devito.
*Chiang showed evidently an office to Devito.
Chiang showed an office evidently to Devito.
Chiang showed an office to Devito, evidently.
Evidently there is a consultant on a project.
There evidently is a consultant on a project.
There is evidently a consultant on a project.
There is a consultant evidently on a project.
There is a consultant on a project, evidently.
Evidently Abrams was hired by Browne.
Abrams evidently was hired by Browne.

18
Abrams was evidently hired by Browne.
Abrams was hired, evidently, by Browne.
Abrams was hired by Browne, evidently.
*Abrams was hired by, evidently, Browne.
*Evidently, did Abrams hire Browne?
*Did evidently Abrams hire Browne?
Did Abrams evidently hire Browne?
Did Abrams hire Browne, evidently?
*Evidently, who did Abrams hire?
Who, evidently, did Abrams hire?
*Who did evidently Abrams hire?
Who did Abrams evidently hire?
*Who did Abrams hire, evidently?
Abrams interviewed an engineer who evidently works for Browne.
*Abrams interviewed an engineer evidently who works for Browne.
Abrams interviewed an engineer who Browne evidently hired.
*Abrams interviewed an engineer who evidently Browne hired.

Manner adverbs

*Competently Abrams works.
*Abrams competently works.
Abrams workscompetently.
*Abrams does not work competently.
*Abrams has competently been working.
Abrams manages Chiang competently.
Abrams showed Chiang an office competently.
Abrams showed an office to Chiang competently.
Abrams showed an office to Chiang competently.
*Competently Abrams is managed by Browne.
*Abrams competently is managed by Browne.
Abrams is competently managed by Browne.
Abrams is managed competently by Browne.
Abrams is managed by Browne competently.
*Abrams is managed by competently Browne.
*Competently, does Abrams manage Browne?
*Does competently Abrams manage Browne?
Does Abrams competently manage Browne?
Does Abrams manage Browne competently?
*Competently, who does Abrams manage?
*Who, competently, does Abrams manage?
*Who does competently Abrams manage?
Who does Abrams competently manage?
Who does Abrams manage competently?
Abrams interviewed an engineer who Browne competently manages.
*Abrams interviewed an engineer who competently Browne manages.

Auxiliary adverbs

Browne merely works.
Browne merely doesn't work.
Browne doesn't merely work.
*Browne does merely not work.
Browne has merely been interviewed.
*Merely Browne has been interviewed.
Browne merely has been interviewed.
*Browne has been interviewed merely.
*Browne has been interviewed, merely.
Browne has merely hired a programmer.

*Merely, did Browne hire a programmer?
*Did merely Browne hire a programmer?
Did Browne merely hire a programmer?
*Did Browne hire a programmer, merely?
*Who merely did Browne hire?
*Who did merely Browne hire?
Who did Browne merely hire?
*Who did Browne hire, merely?

Browne hired an engineer who Abrams merely interviewed.
Browne hired an engineer who merely interviewed Abrams.
*Browne hired an engineer who merely Abrams interviewed.

9 Noun phrases (core)

Noun complement
Browne's belief that Abrams hired Devito is true.

Restrictive modifiers

PP-complements
The managers of the projects are trustworthy.
The consultants to the managers were hired by Abrams.

PP-adjuncts
The bookcase in Browne's office is old.
Anyone with an office works.

Relative clauses
On subject
The programmer who was hired by Abrams manages the project.
Abrams manages the project that has consultants.
*Abrams manages the project has consultants.
*The programmer was hired by Abrams manages the project.

Elsewhere
The programmer whom Browne hired manages the project.
Abrams works on the project that Browne manages.
Abrams works on the project Browne manages.

Noun-noun compounds
Abrams is a department manager.
Browne interviewed IBM engineers.
*Abrams works for department IBM.
Abrams interviewed an IBM department manager.

Prenominal adjective phrases
Abrams works for a competent manager.
Two competent programmers were hired.
Browne's heavy bookcase is in Devito's office.
Browne hired a competent programmer who Abrams interviewed.
Browne is a competent trustworthy manager.
*Abrams is a good at interviews manager.

Genitives
The project's engineers work for Abrams.
Abrams's engineers were interviewed by Browne.

Partitives and null-headed NP's

Count partitives
None of the consultants work for Abrams.
None of the consultants works for Abrams.
Five of the seven consultants work for Abrams.
Five consultants work for Abrams.
Any five of the seven consultants can work for Abrams.

Mass/Count agreements
Most of the staff is competent.
Most of the program works.
Almost all of the program works.

Lexically headed partitives (measure NP's)
Five teams of programmers were hired.
Half of the programmers were interviewed by Abrams.
Half the programmers were interviewed by Abrams.

Personal names and titles
Browne is the manager.
Lee Browne is the manager.
Mr. Browne is the manager.
Mrs. Lee Browne is the manager.
A Mr. Lee Browne is the manager.
A Lee Browne is the manager.
Lee Browne, Esq is the manager.

Abbreviations and acronyms
Abrams interviewed Browne on Mon.
Abrams works for IBM.

Dates
Browne was hired on 1/3/84.
Browne was hired on the 1st of January, 1984.
Browne was hired on January 1st, 1984.
Browne was hired on 1-3-84.

Place names
Abrams interviewed Browne in Paris.

Managers interviewed programmers in Paris, France and Palo Alto.

(Ambiguous, two or three locations depending on whether Paris is the Paris in Texas.)

Numerals (Cardinal, Ordinal)
As adjectives
The seven programmers were hired.
The first programmer was hired.
All seven programmers were hired.
The first seven programmers were hired.

As determiners
One programmer was hired.
Seven programmers were hired.
*First programmer was hired.

Mass/Count Agreement
Every programmer was hired.
*Every programmers were hired.
All programmers were hired.
*All programmer was hired.

Determiners
Simple
An engineer was hired.
A programmer was hired.
The programmer was hired.
This programmer was hired.
These programmers were hired.
That programmer was hired.
Those programmers were hired.
Some programmer was hired.
Some programmers were hired.
*Any programmer was hired.
*Any programmers were hired.
Most programmers were hired.
Few programmers were hired.
No programmers were hired.
Many programmers were hired.

Complex
A dozen programmers were hired.
All but seven programmers were hired.
Fewer than half the programmers were hired.
Fewer than half of the programmers were hired.
An number of programmers were interviewed.
An number of programmers was interviewed.

Two-place
Doubly-restricted
More managers than programmers were interviewed.
More managers were interviewed.
Fewer managers than programmers were interviewed.

Coordinating
Neither managers nor programmers were interviewed.
Both managers and programmers were interviewed.

Only + NP
Only the more competent programmers were interviewed.

10 Extrapolation constructions (core)


11 Imperatives

Positive subjectless imperatives (core)

Hire a programmer!
Be trustworthy!
*Are trustworthy!

Negative subjectless imperatives (core)

Do not hire a programmer!
Don't hire a programmer!
Do not be trustworthy!
*Be not trustworthy!

Positive imperatives with you subject (periphery)
You hire a programmer!
You be trustworthy!

Negative imperatives with you subject (periphery)
Don't you hire a programmer!
Don't you be trustworthy!
*Do not you hire a programmer!
*Do you not hire a programmer!
*Do not you be trustworthy!
*Do you not be trustworthy!

Positive imperatives with quantified addressee NP (periphery)
Everyone hire a programmer!
Everyone be trustworthy!

Negative imperatives with quantified subject (periphery)
Don't anyone hire a programmer!
Don't anyone be trustworthy!
*Do not anyone hire a programmer!
*Do anyone not hire a programmer!
*Do not anyone be trustworthy!
*Do anyone not be trustworthy!

12 Object-gap complements (core)

Tough complements
It is hard to work.
It is hard for programmers to work.
It is hard interview programmers.
It is hard for managers to interview programmers.
It is hard for managers for engineers to interview programmers.
Programmers are hard to interview.
*Programmers are hard to interview engineers.
*Programmers is hard to interview.
Programmers are hard for engineers to interview.
*Programmers are hard for managers for engineers to interview.
It was hard to show an office to Chiang.
Chiang was hard to show an office to.
Offices are hard to show to Chiang.
Chiang was hard for Abrams to show an office to.
Offices are hard for Abrams to show to Chiang.
It was hard to show Chiang an office.
Chiang was hard to show an office.
Offices are hard to show Chiang.
Chiang was hard for Abrams to show an office.
Offices are hard for Abrams to show Chiang.
Programmers are a bitch for managers to interview.
Programmers are a bitch to interview.
It is a bitch for managers to interview programmers.
It is a bitch to interview programmers.

Pretty complements
The bookcase is heavy for the engineers to move.
The bookcase is heavy to move.
*It is heavy for the engineers to move the bookcase.
*It is heavy to move the bookcase.

Too/enough complements
Chiang is too old for the manager to hire.
Chiang is too old to hire.
Chiang is old enough for the manager to hire.
Chiang is old enough to hire.
*It is too old for the manager to hire Chiang.
*It is too old to hire Chiang.
*It is old enough for the manager to hire Chiang.
*It is old enough to hire Chiang.

13 Clefts (core)

it-clefts
NP it-cleft's
It was Browne who managed the project.
It is Browne who managed the project.
It was themselves the staff had evaluated.
PP it-clefts
It was in January that Browne was hired.
*It is in January that Browne was hired.

Pied-Piping focus vs normal focus
It was BROWNE's manager who interviewed Abrams.
It was BROWNE whose manager interviewed Abrams.

Wh-clefts
NP wh-clefts
What Devito works on is Browne's project.
What is managed by Abrams is Browne's project.
One-clefts
The one Devito hired was Browne.

14 Quantifier scope

Ambiguities with negation (core)
Browne didn't hire five engineers.
(denial of Browne hired five engineers or paraphrase of There were five engineers that Browne didn't hire.)
Abrams didn't interview many programmers.
(ambiguous)
Many programmers weren't interviewed by Abrams.
(non-ambiguous)
Many managers didn't interview Browne.
(non-ambiguous)
Browne wasn't interviewed by many managers.
(ambiguous)

Multiple quantifier ambiguities (core)
Every manager interviewed one of the programmers.
Two programmers were interviewed by every manager.

Imperative-quantifier ambiguities (core)
List one consultant on every project.

Interrogative-quantifier ambiguities (core)
Who manages every project?
Which programmers did every manager interview?
Which managers interviewed every programmer?

Group-individual ambiguities (core)
Three engineers manage a project.

Ambiguities with adverbs (periphery)
  Abrams competently interviewed many programmers.
  Abrams doesn't interview programmers often.

Scope Islands (periphery)
  Relative clause respecting quantifiers
    A project that every manager works on is managed by Abrams.
      (non-ambiguous)
  Island-Violating quantifiers
    Every project that a consultant works on is managed by Abrams.
      (ambiguous)
  Sentential subject islands
    That many managers had interviewed Abrams was known by two programmers.
      (non-ambiguous)
  Fact-That islands
    The fact that many managers had interviewed Abrams was known by two programmers.
      (non-ambiguous)

Preference factors (periphery)
  Left-To-Right preference at same level of embedding
    Every manager interviewed one of the programmers.
      (universal-existential preference)
    One of the managers interviewed every programmer.
      (existential-universal preference)
    Every programmer was interviewed by one of the managers.
      (universal-existential preference)
    One of the programmers was interviewed by every manager.
      (existential-universal preference)

Certain quantifiers prefer wide scope
  One manager interviewed each programmer.
  One programmer was interviewed by each manager.
  One manager interviewed every programmer.
  One programmer was interviewed by every manager.

Long descriptor favors wide scope interpretation
  Every manager interviewed a programmer who had worked on a project with Abrams.
    (existential-universal preference)
  Every programmer was interviewed by a manager who had worked on a project with Abrams.
    (existential-universal preference)

Tight embedding reversal preference
  Abrams interviewed a consultant on every project.
    (universal-existential preference)

World knowledge plausibility
  List the manager of every consultant.
    (universal-wide scope preference)

Interaction with ellipsis
  Every manager interviewed many programmers, but Abrams didn't.

15 Conditionals

Present antecedent
  If-then (core)
    If Devito hires Browne, then the project will have three programmers.
    If Devito hires Browne, the project will have three programmers.
    If Devito does not hire Browne, the project will have three programmers.
If Devito hires Browne, the project will not have three programmers.
If Devito does not hire Browne, the project will not have three programmers.
The project will have three programmers if Devito hires Browne.

Should + Inversion (periphery)
Should Devito hire Browne, the project would have three programmers.
Should Devito not hire Browne, the project would have three programmers.
*Shouldn’t Devito hire Browne, the project would have three programmers.
The project would have three programmers, should Devito hire Browne.
The project would have three programmers.

Past antecedent (periphery)
Past “material” conditional
If Devito hired Browne, then the project had three programmers.
If Devito hired Browne, the project had three programmers.
If Devito hired Browne, then the project would have had three programmers.
If Devito hired Browne, the project would have had three programmers.

Tenseless hypothetical
If Devito hired Browne, then the project would have three programmers.
If Devito hired Browne, the project would have three programmers.

“Future” antecedent (periphery)
False future (equi-verb “will”)
If Devito will hire Browne, the project will have three programmers.
True future (raising-verb “will”)
*If the project will be managed by an engineer, Browne will hire a programmer.

Counterfactuals (periphery)
If-then
If Devito had hired Browne, the project would have had three programmers.
The project would have had three programmers, if Devito had hired Browne.
If Devito had hired Browne, would the project have had three programmers?
Would the project have had three programmers, if Devito had hired Browne?
Who would Devito have hired, if the project had had three programmers?
If the project had had three programmers, who would have hired Devito?

Have + Inversion (periphery)
Had Devito hired Browne, the project would have had three programmers.
Had Devito not hired Browne, the project would have had three programmers.
*Hadn’t Devito hired Browne, the project would have had three programmers.
Had Devito hired Browne, would the project have had three programmers?
The project would have had three programmers, had Devito hired Browne.
Who would Devito have hired, had the project had three programmers.

Conditionals with and and or (periphery)
Hypothetical and and Exclusive or
Devito hires Browne and the project has three programmers.
*Does Devito hire Browne and the project has three programmers?
Devito hires Browne and does the project have three programmers?
Either Devito hires Browne, or the project has two programmers.
Devito hires Browne, or the project has two programmers.
Devito hires Browne, or does the project have two programmers.
Who does Devito hire, or the project has two programmers.

“Threat” or “Imperative” Conditionals
Either Browne hires Abrams or the project has two programmers.
*Either Browne hires Abrams or does the project have two programmers?
*Does either Browne hire Abrams or the project has two programmers?
Browne hires Abrams or the project has two programmers.
You hire Chiang, and the project has three programmers.
Hire Chiang, and the project has three programmers.
Negation (core)

Postauxiliary in finite clauses

*Devote has not hired Abrams.
Devote could not hire Abrams.
Devote is not hiring Abrams.
Devote could not have hired Abrams.
Devote could not be hiring Abrams.
Devote has not been interviewing programmers.
Devote could not have been interviewing programmers.
Devote did not hire Abrams.
*Devote hired not Abrams
Devote is not a manager.
Devote is not Abrams.
There is not a programmer working for Abrams.
Abrams need not hire Browne.
(Compare with *Abrams need hire Browne.)
Abrams ought not to hire Browne.
Abrams ought not hire Browne.
Could Abrams not hire Browne?
Has Abrams not hired Browne?
Is Abrams not hiring Browne?
Could Abrams not have been interviewing programmers?
Did Abrams not hire Browne?
*Could not Abrams hire Browne?
*Has not Abrams hired Browne?
*Is not Abrams hiring Browne?
*Did not Abrams hire Browne?

Negative auxiliaries

Abrams cannot hire Browne.
Abrams can't hire Browne.
Abrams hasn't hired Browne.
Abrams isn't hiring Browne.
Abrams didn't hire Browne.
*I aren't a consultant.
Aren't I a consultant?
Can't Abrams hire Browne?
Hasn't Abrams hired Browne?
Isn't Abrams hiring Browne?
Didn't Abrams hire Browne?
*I amn't a consultant.
Abrams won't hire Browne.
*Abrams will'n't hire Browne.

Predicate negation

Devote could have not hired Browne.
Devote has been not interviewing programmers.
Devote urged Abrams not to hire Browne.
Devote urged Abrams to not hire Browne.
Abrams couldn't not hire Browne.
*Devote hired not Browne.
*Devote hired a not competent programmer.
*Not Devote hired Browne.
*Devote appears not competent.
17 Tense and aspect

Past, present, (future) tenses in combination with progressive and perfect aspect (core)

He worked.
He was working.
He had worked.
He had been working.
He works.
He is working.
He has worked.
He has been working.
He will work.
He will be working.
He will have worked.
He will have been working.

Contractions
He'll work.
He's working.
When's he working?
He's worked.
He'd worked.

(Compare with How often’ll he work?, When's he worked? etc., in spoken English.)

Temporal adverbials (core)

Telic duration
Abrams will interview Browne in an hour.

Atelic duration
Abrams has been interviewing Browne for an hour
Abrams will work for Browne for ever.

Frequentative
Abrams interviews Browne often.
Abrams interviewed Browne twice.
Abrams interviewed Browne three times a day.

"Deadline"
Abrams will interview Browne by Monday.

Aspectsual classes

Statives (core)
The manager knows that Abrams works for Browne.
*The manager is knowing that Abrams works for Browne.
Chiang is an employee.
*Chiang is being an employee.

Activities (core)
Browne manages the project.
Abrams works on the project.

Accomplishments (core)
Chiang evaluated Abrams.

Achievements

Abrams hired a programmer.

Temporal clauses, prepositions (core)

Abrams hired a programmer when Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer until Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer before Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer as Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer after Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer as soon as Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer whenever Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer while Devito interviewed an engineer.
Abrams hired a programmer until Devito's interview.
Abrams hired a programmer before Devito's interview.
Abrams hired a programmer after Devito's interview.
Abrams hired a programmer during Devito's interview.

Temporal deixis (core)

He promised that he would interview a programmer now.
He promised that he would interview a programmer then.

Temporal questions (core)

When did Abrams interview a programmer?
How often does Abrams interview a programmer?
How many hours was Abrams interviewing a programmer?

Consecutio temporum (periphery)

She worked.
She knew she had worked.
He works.
He knew he worked.
She'll work.
She knew she'd work.

Aspectual complementation (core)

The managers finished working.
*The managers finished to work.
The managers ceased working.
The managers ceased to work.
The managers continued working.
The managers continued to work.

“Special” forms

Future (periphery)
Abrams is going to interview Browne.

Past iterative
The manager often used to interview programmers.
The manager would often interview programmers.

Semantic facts

The imperfective inference (periphery)
He was working.
(implies He worked.)
He was evaluating a programmer.
(does not entail He evaluated a programmer.)

The restrictions between aspectual class and durational adverb (periphery)
*He hired a programmer for an hour.
He hired a programmer in an hour.
He worked for an hour.
He worked in an hour.
The possibility of multiple frame adverbials (core)

- He finished at noon on Tuesday, July 15, 1986, before Abrams hired Browne.

Iterative/noniterative readings (core)

- He is interviewing programmers now.
- He is interviewing programmers often.

The up-to-now reading of the Present Perfect (scope over duratives) (core)

- He has worked for Abrams for several months.

The irreal 'before' (periphery)

- Abrams will move bookcases before he will interview programmers.
  (in the sense of avoiding interviewing programmers)

The modal sense of will (periphery)

- He'll be interviewing programmers now.

Interpretation of temporally sensitive nouns, adjectives, adverbs (periphery)

- The manager at that time was Browne.
- The former manager was Chiang.
- The previously interviewed programmer was Abrams.

Temporal interpretation of discourse (core)

- Abrams was interviewed.
- Abrams was interviewed.
- He was hired.

18 Predicative Adjuncts

Adjective phrases (periphery)

- Both competent and trustworthy, Chiang will interview Devito.
- Both competent and trustworthy, Devito will be hired.

Prepositional phrases (periphery)

- Without a manager, no project has a consultant.
- Without an interview, no programmer is hired.

Noun-Phrase (periphery)

- A competent programmer, Devito works for Abrams.
- A competent programmer, Devito will be hired.

Verb-Phrase (absolutive) (core)

- Having interviewed three programmers, Devito hired Browne.
- Having been interviewed by three managers, Devito was hired.
- Hired without an interview, Devito became a manager.

With subjects (periphery)

- His manager being an engineer, the project has no consultants.
- His project managed by Chiang, Devito works for an engineer.

Postposed (core)

- The manager worked after interviewing Browne.
- The manager interviewed Browne after working.
- The manager will hire a programmer after interviewing Browne.
- The manager showed an office to Browne after interviewing a programmer.
- The manager interviewed a programmer after showing an office to Browne.
- The manager will show Browne an office after interviewing a programmer.
- The manager will hire a programmer after showing Browne an office.

Non-Subject controlled (periphery)

- A consultant is evaluated by interviewing the manager.

Speaker-Controlled (periphery)

- Without knowing who interviewed him, it is hard to evaluate Devito.

Arb-controlled (periphery)
Without interviewing them, it is hard to hire programmers.

Purpose clauses (periphery)
Devito has Browne to interview.

Rationale clauses, In-order-to (core)
Devito interviewed Browne to evaluate him.
Devito interviewed Browne in order to evaluate him.
In order to evaluate him, Devito interviewed Browne.
To evaluate him, Devito interviewed Browne.

Result clauses (core)
The project hired so many programmers that it became a department.

19 Parentheticals

Appositive relatives (core)
Chiang, who is the department manager, hired Devito.
Chiang hired Devito, who is a programmer.
Chiang hired Devito, which was known by Browne.

Comma-bounded parentheticals (periphery)
Chiang, and she is competent, hired Devito.

Dash-bounded parentheticals (periphery)
Chiang—she’s the manager of the department—hired Devito.

20 Direct quotations (periphery)

Chiang said, “I have interviewed Devito.”
Chiang said “I have interviewed Devito.”
Abrams works.
Abrams hired Browne.
Abrams showed the office to Browne.
Abrams showed Browne the office.
Abrams appeared competent.
Abrams became a manager.
*Abrams became in the office.
*Abrams became working.
Abrams is interviewing an applicant.
Abrams is interviewing.
Abrams is working for Browne.
Abrams is working.
Abrams works for Browne.
*Abrams works of Browne.
Abrams approves of Chiang.
*Abrams approves for Browne.
She hired him.
He hired her.
*She hired he.
*He hired she.
*Her hired he.
*Him hired she.
*Her hired him.
*Him hired her.
She works for whom?
She works for who?
Whom does she work for?
Who does she work for?
For whom does she work?
*For who does she work?
Who hired Browne?
*Whom hired Browne?
It is time for an interview.
It is true that Abrams hired Browne.
There is a bookcase in the office.
There are programmers.
There are programmers working for Devito.
There are programmers older than Devito.
*There are a bookcase in the office.
*There is programmers.
*There are programmers managers.
A manager works.
Managers work.
*A manager work.
*Managers works.
Abrams hired this employee.
Abrams hired these employees.
*Abrams hired these employee.
*Abrams hired this employees.
List women who have bookcases.
*List women which have bookcases.
*List bookcases which women have.
A manager is an employee.
Managers are employees.
*A manager is employees.
*Managers are an employee.
The woman evaluated herself.
The women evaluated themselves.
*The woman evaluated herself.
The woman evaluated her own staff.
*The woman evaluated his own staff.
The women evaluated their own staffs.
*The women evaluated her own staffs.
Abrams may hire Browne.
Abrams might hire Browne.
Abrams can hire Browne.
*Abrams could hire Browne.
*Abrams shall hire Browne.
*Abrams should hire Browne.
*Abrams will hire Browne.
*Abrams would hire Browne.
*Abrams must hire Browne.
*Abrams did hire Browne.
*Abrams has hired Browne.
*Abrams is hiring Browne.
*Abrams ought to hire Browne.
*Abrams used to hire Browne.
*Abrams could have hired Browne.
*Abrams could be hiring Browne.
*Abrams could have been hiring Browne.
*Abrams could hire Browne.
*Abrams could hiring Browne.
*Abrams has hire Browne.
*Abrams has hiring Browne.
*Abrams is hire Browne.
*Abrams is hired Browne.
*Abrams has could hire Browne.
*Abrams is coulding hire Browne.
*Abrams is having hired Browne.
*Abrams has could be hiring Browne.
*Abrams could be having hired Browne.
*Abrams could be having Browne.
*Abrams could may hire Browne.
*Abrams has had hired Browne.
*Abrams is being hiring Browne.
*Abrams did could hire Browne.
*Abrams did have hired Browne.
*Abrams did be hiring Browne.
Abrams knew who Browne hired.
Abrams knew that Browne hired Chiang.
Abrams laid off a programmer.
Abrams laid a programmer off.
Abrams managed to hire Browne.
*There managed to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams urged Browne to hire Chiang.
*Abrams urged there to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams appealed to Browne to hire Chiang.
*Abrams appealed to there to be a bookcase in the office.
Abrams failed to hire Browne.
There fails to be a bookcase in the office.
There fail to be bookcases in the office.

*There fail to be a bookcase in the office.

Abrams caused Browne to hire Chiang.

Abrams knew there to be a bookcase in the office.

Abrams made Browne hire Chiang.

Abrams made there be a bookcase in the office.

Abrams helped hire Browne.

Abrams works with a telephone.

Abrams was hired by Browne.

Abrams was hired.

An office was shown to Abrams by Chiang.

An office was shown to Abrams.

*An office was shown by Abrams to Chiang.

Chiang was shown an office by Abrams.

*An office was shown Chiang by Abrams.

Abrams was urged to hire Browne by Chiang.

Abrams was urged by Chiang to hire Browne.

Abrams was urged to hire Browne.

Abrams was known to be interviewing Browne.

Abrams was known by Chiang to be interviewing Browne.

Abrams was known to be interviewing Browne.

There was known to be a bookcase in Browne's office.

*There was urged to be a bookcase in Browne's office.

Abrams was made to interview Browne.

*Abrams was made interview Browne.

Abrams was approved of by Chiang.

Abrams was approved of.

Abrams was unevaled by Chiang.

Abrams was unevaled.

Abrams is competent.

Abrams is good at interviews.

Abrams is a manager.

Abrams is a manager of programmers.

Abrams is in the office.

*Abrams is of programmers.

Abrams is the manager of the project.

Abrams hired a woman who was competent.

Abrams hired women who were competent.

*Abrams hired women who was competent.

Abrams hired women whose manager was competent.

Abrams hired a woman who Browne interviewed.

Abrams hired a woman who Browne approved of.

Abrams hired a woman who Browne knew Chiang interviewed.

Abrams has a bookcase which is heavy.

Abrams has a bookcase that is heavy.

*Abrams has a bookcase what is heavy.

Abrams has an office that Browne showed Chiang.

Abrams has an office which Browne showed Chiang.

Abrams has an office Browne showed Chiang.

Abrams has an office that Browne showed to Chiang.

Abrams has an office which Browne showed to Chiang.

Abrams interviewed a woman who Browne showed an office to.

Abrams has an office Browne showed to Chiang.

Abrams hired a woman that was competent.

*Abrams hired a woman was competent.

Abrams hired a woman that Browne interviewed.

Abrams hired a woman Browne interviewed.

Abrams hired a woman that Browne approved of.

Abrams hired a woman Browne approved of.

Abrams hired a woman that Browne knew Chiang interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman Browne knew Chiang interviewed.
List every programmer that there is working for Chiang.
List managers of projects who work for Abrams.
* List managers who work for Abrams of projects.
Abrams hired a woman Browne interviewed who Chiang approved of.
* Abrams hired a woman who Browne interviewed Chiang approved of.
Abrams hired a woman interviewed by Chiang.
Abrams hired a woman working for Chiang.
Abrams hired a woman to work for Chiang.
Abrams hired anyone knowing that Devito manages Browne.
Abrams hired anyone competent to work on the project.
Abrams has an office with a bookcase.
Abrams approved of what Chiang did.
Abrams approved of who Chiang hired.
* Abrams approved of where Chiang worked.
Abrams hired a woman of whom Chiang approved.
* Abrams hired a woman of who Chiang approved.
Abrams has a bookcase of which Chiang approved.
* Abrams has a bookcase of that Chiang approved.
Abrams hired a woman the manager of whom Chiang had interviewed.
* Abrams hired a woman the manager of who Chiang had interviewed.
* Abrams hired a woman the manager of that Chiang had interviewed.
Abrams hired a woman whose manager Chiang had interviewed.
* Which project is Abrams a programmer and the manager of?
* Which project does Abrams manage this department and?
* Which managers are there programmers who work for?
** Which manager did Abrams have an office that Chiang showed to?
** Which projects does Abrams know who had worked on?
* Which managers does Abrams know which offices Browne had shown to?
** Which programmer did Abrams know which office had?
* Which programmer was that Abrams had interviewed known by Browne?
Is Abrams a manager?
* Does Abrams be a manager?
Is Abrams competent?
* Are Abrams competent?
Is there a bookcase in Browne's office?
Are there bookcases in Browne's office?
* Are there a bookcase in Browne's office?
* Does there be a bookcase in Browne's office?
Does Abrams work for Browne?
Could Abrams work for Browne?
Is Abrams working for Browne?
Has Abrams worked for Browne?
Could Abrams be working for Browne?
Could Abrams have worked for Browne?
Has Abrams been working for Browne?
Could Abrams have been working for Browne?
* Has been Abrams working for Browne?
* Has Abrams is working for Browne?
* Has Abrams be working for Browne.
* Have Abrams could be working for Browne.
Does Abrams work for Browne or does Browne work for Abrams?
Does Abrams work for Browne or Browne work for Abrams?
Does Abrams work for Browne or work for Chiang?
Does Abrams work for Browne or for Chiang?
Does Abrams work for Browne or Chiang?
Who works for Chiang?
Who is a manager?
Who will be a manager?
Who is managed by Abrams?
Which programmer works for Abrams?
Which programmer is a manager?
Which programmer will be a manager?
Who does Chiang employ?
What did Abrams show Browne?
What did Abrams show to Browne?
Which programmer did Abrams interview?
What project does Abrams manage?
Where does Abrams work?
When was Abrams hired?
How many programmers does Abrams manage?
How many programmers are there working for Abrams?
Who does Abrams work for?
Which office does Abrams work in?
Whom did Abrams show an office to?
Who is Browne managed by?
Which department is Abrams the manager of?
Whose department does Abrams work in?
Of whom does Abrams approve?
In which office does Abrams work?
To whom did Abrams show an office?
Who did Abrams show an office?
Who was shown an office by Abrams?
By whom is Browne managed?
Of which department is Abrams the manager?
In whose department does Abrams work?
Whose manager did Abrams hire?
Whose did Abrams hire manager?
Which department's manager did Abrams interview?
Whose manager's office was Abrams interviewed in?
How competent is Abrams?
How is Abrams competent?
Abrams does not know who hired Browne.
Abrams does not know who Browne hired.
Chiang is older than Browne.
Chiang is two days older than Browne.
Abrams is older than thirty years.
Abrams is two days older than Browne.
Abrams is more competent than Browne.
Abrams is as competent as Browne.
Abrams is the oldest manager.
Abrams is the most competent manager.
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne manages.
Abrams interviewed more programmers than were hired.
Abrams has managed more projects than Browne has worked on.
Abrams interviewed more programmers than Browne showed offices to.
Abrams has more bookcases than Browne showed to Chiang.
Abrams is older than Browne is.
Abrams is two days older than Browne is.
Abrams works harder than Browne works.
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne manages engineers.
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne does.
Abrams works harder than Browne does.
Abrams became more competent than Browne did.
Abrams manages more programmers than Browne.
Chiang works harder than Abrams.
More programmers than engineers were hired.
More programmers were interviewed than Abrams could hire.
Chiang is a manager and Devito is a programmer.
Chiang and Devito work.
Browne, Chiang, and Devito work.
Browne and Chiang and Devito work.
*Chiang, Devito work.
*Browne and Chiang, Devito work.
*Browne, Chiang, Devito work.
Chiang hired Devito, and Devito manages Browne.
Chiang hired Devito and manages Browne.
Chiang hired and manages Devito.
Devito works for Devito and with Browne.
Devito works for and with Chiang.
An old and trustworthy employee manages Devito.
The managers and programmers are employees.
Who does Devito manage and Chiang work for?
*Who does Devito manage Browne and Chiang work for?
*Who does Devito manage and Chiang work for Browne?
Devito and Chiang work.
*Devito and Chiang works.
Devito knew that he had hired a programmer.
The manager evaluated her staff.
Devito interviewed programmers.
He hired Browne.
Browne evaluated himself.
The managers evaluated each other.
The managers evaluated each other's projects.
Browne evaluated him.
She evaluated her.
Every manager who interviewed a programmer hired him.
Every engineer who has a bookcase works for Abrams.
*It is in the office.
The engineer who has a bookcase works for Abrams.
It is in the office.
Evidently Chiang hired Devito.
Chiang evidently hired Devito.
Chiang hired Devito, evidently.
Abrams works competently.
Browne has merely been interviewed.
*Merely Browne has been interviewed.
*Browne has been interviewed merely.
*Browne has been interviewed, merely.
Browne has merely hired a programmer.
Browne's belief that Abrams hired Devito is true.
The managers of the projects are trustworthy.
The consultants to the managers were hired by Abrams.
The bookcase in Browne's office is old.
Anyone with an office works.
The programmer who was hired by Abrams manages the project.
Abrams manages the project that has consultants.
*Abrams manages the project that has consultants.
*The programmer was hired by Abrams manages the project.
The programmer whom Browne hired manages the project.
Abrams works on the project that Browne manages.
Abrams works on the project Browne manages.
Abrams is a department manager.
Browne interviewed IBM engineers.
*Abrams works for department IBM.
Abrams interviewed an IBM department manager.
Abrams works for a competent manager.
Two competent programmers were hired.
Browne's heavy bookcase is in Devito's office.
Browne hired a competent programmer who Abrams interviewed.
Browne is a competent trustworthy manager.

* Abrams is a good at interviews manager.
The project's engineers work for Abrams.
Abrams's engineers were interviewed by Browne.
Abrams' engineers were interviewed by Browne.
None of the consultants work for Abrams.
None of the consultants works for Abrams.
Five of the seven consultants work for Abrams.
Five consultants work for Abrams.
Any five of the seven consultants can work for Abrams.
Most of the staff is competent.

Browne is the manager.

Derek Browne is the manager.
Mr. Browne is the manager.
Mr. Derek Browne is the manager.

One programmer was hired.
Seven programmers were hired.
*First programmer was hired.
Every programmer was hired.
*Every programmers were hired.
All programmers were hired.
*All programmer was hired.

List equipment.

*List equipment.
*List programmes.
List programmers.
Programmers work.
An engineer was hired.
A programmer was hired.
The programmer was hired.
This programmer was hired.
These programmers were hired.
That programmer was hired.
Those programmers were hired.
Some programmer was hired.
Some programmers were hired.
*Any programmer was hired.
*Any programmers were hired.
Most programmers were hired.
Few programmers were hired.
No programmers were hired.
Many programmers were hired.

It appears that Chiang interviewed Browne.
A programmer was hired who Abrams interviewed.

Hire a programmer!
Be trustworthy!
*Are trustworthy!
Do not hire a programmer!
Don't hire a programmer!
Do not be trustworthy!
*Be not trustworthy!

Programmers are hard for managers to interview.
Programmers are hard to interview.
It is hard for managers to interview programmers.
It is hard to interview programmers.
*Programmers are hard to interview managers.
Chiang is too old for the manager to hire.
Chiang is too old to hire.

Browne didn't hire five engineers.
Every manager interviewed one of the programmers.
Two programmers were interviewed by every manager.
List one consultant on every project.
Who manages every project?
Three engineers manage a project.
If Devito hires Browne, then the project will have three programmers.
If Devito hires Browne, the project will have three programmers.
The project will have three programmers if Devito hires Browne.
Devito has not hired Abrams.
Devito could not hire Abrams.
Devito is not hiring Abrams.
Devito did not hire Abrams.
Devito is not a manager.
Devito is not Abrams.
There is not a programmer working for Abrams.
Devito hasn't hired Browne.
Devito didn't hire Browne.
Devito isn't hiring Browne.
Devito couldn't hire Browne.
Devito couldn't have hired Browne.
*Devito could haven't hired Browne.
Hasn't Devito hired Browne.
*Has not Devito hired Browne.
Devito isn't a manager.
There isn't a programmer working for Browne.
Devito could not have been hiring Abrams.
Devito could have not been hiring Abrams.
Devito could have been not hiring Abrams.
There is a programmer not working for Abrams.
List programmers not working for Abrams.
List programmers not hired by Abrams.
Devito urged Abrams not to hire Abrams.
Devito ought not to have hired Browne.
Not having hired Browne, Devito hired Abrams.
Devito couldn't not hire Browne.
Not every programmer works for Browne.
The managers finished working.
*The managers finished to work.
The managers ceased working.
The managers ceased to work.
The managers continued working.
The managers continued to work.